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Abstract 

We estimate the marginal rate of substitution of income for reduction in 

current annual mortality risk (the “value per statistical life” or VSL) using stated-

preference surveys administered to independent samples of the general population 

of Chengdu China in 2005 and 2016. We evaluate the quality of estimates by the 

theoretical criteria that WTP for risk reduction should be strictly positive and nearly 

proportional to the magnitude of the risk reduction (evaluated by comparing 

answers between respondents) and test the effect of excluding respondents whose 

answers violate these criteria. For subsamples of respondents that satisfy the 

criteria, point estimates of the sensitivity of WTP to risk reduction are consistent 

with theory and yield estimates of VSL that are two to three times larger than 

estimated using the full samples. Between 2005 and 2016, estimated VSL increased 

sharply, from about 22,000 USD in 2005 to 550,000 USD in 2016. Income also 

increased substantially over this period. Attributing the change in VSL solely to the 

change in income implies an income elasticity of about 2.5. Our results suggest that 

estimates of VSL from stated-preference studies in which WTP is not close to 

proportionate to the stated risk reduction may be biased downward by a factor of 

two or more, and that VSL is likely to grow rapidly in a population with strong 

economic growth, which implies that environmental-health, safety, and other 

policies should become increasingly protective. 
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1. Introduction 

The value per statistical life (VSL) is a measure of the monetary value of 

reducing mortality risk in a specified period, which is widely used in economic 

evaluation of environmental-health and safety policies. There exist many studies 

estimating VSL in the United States and several other high-income countries, but 

relatively few studies in low- and middle-income countries (Robinson et al. 2019). 

VSL is defined for an individual and is likely to depend on characteristics of the 

individual and her environment, including income, age, life expectancy, health, and 

social-support networks (Hammitt 2017). The link with income is perhaps the 

clearest and best studied. Both theory and empirical evidence suggest that VSL is 

positively associated with income but estimates of the magnitude of the effect vary 

widely. Moreover, the magnitude may differ between cross-sectional comparisons 

within a national population or between countries, and intertemporal comparisons 

within a population that becomes wealthier over time. If income in a population is 

anticipated to increase over time, environmental-health and safety regulations 

should become increasingly stringent and the present value of future mortality-risk 

reductions decreases with time more slowly than the discount rate. 

This study presents estimates from two stated-preference surveys of the 

general population in Chengdu China conducted using similar methods in 2005 (Guo 

2006) and 2016. These surveys provide information about VSL in a large Chinese city 

and about how VSL changed over a period of rapid economic growth. 

Estimates of the income elasticity of VSL are frequently used to calculate the 

value of environmental and other interventions that are anticipated to yield 

persistent reductions in mortality risk. This practice is of long standing: the 1987 

regulatory impact analysis for the U.S. regulations implementing the Montreal 

Protocol (that restricted use of CFCs and other stratospheric-ozone-depleting 

compounds) valued future reductions in skin-cancer-related mortality risk assuming 

the income elasticity of VSL is one in the base case, with alternative values of one-

half and two in sensitivity analyses (measuring income as GDP per capita; Hammitt 

1997).  
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Most estimates of the income elasticity of VSL come from either of two 

sources: direct estimates of how VSL varies with income in stated-preference studies 

(e.g., based on the estimated coefficient on income in a cross-sectional regression) 

and comparison or meta-analyses of estimates of VSL from compensating-wage-

differential studies1 (e.g., Viscusi and Aldy 2003, Viscusi and Masterman 2017). Most 

of these studies yield estimates of approximately one or smaller, though 

comparisons of estimates between countries with widely different incomes often 

yield estimates larger than one (Hammitt and Robinson 2011). 

Here we employ a third approach, comparison of estimates from a 

population at different points in time. We are aware of only two previous 

applications of this approach, both using compensating-wage differentials. Hammitt 

et al. (2000) estimated wage differentials using annual data for each year from 1982 

to 1997 in Taiwan, when real GNP per capita grew by a factor of about 2.5. They 

estimated income elasticities between about 2.0 and 3.0. Costa and Kahn (2004) 

estimated wage differentials each decade from 1940 to 1980 for U.S. workers and 

estimated an income elasticity of 1.5 to 2.0 (using GNP per capita as a measure of 

income). 

A challenge in using stated preferences to estimate VSL is that a survey 

respondent may have limited understanding of the magnitude of a small change in 

her probability of death within the stated period and little idea of its value relative to 

other goods and services her money can buy. A common validity test is to compare 

respondents’ compensating surplus or willingness to pay (WTP) for different risk 

reductions. “Internal” tests compare individuals’ valuations for multiple risk 

reductions; “external” tests compare different individuals’ valuations for different 

(randomly assigned) risk reductions. Under conventional theory, an individual’s WTP 

to reduce current mortality risk by a small amount should be less than but close to 

 

1 Compensating-wage-differential studies regress wage on occupational fatality risk; 
because wages are highly correlated with income, it is difficult to estimate the effect 
of income directly, though Evans and Schauer (2010) and Kniesner et al. (2010) use 
quantile regression to estimate how VSL differs across the wage distribution. Stated-
preference studies have also been evaluated using meta-analysis (e.g., Lindhjem et 
al. 2011, Masterman and Viscusi 2018). 
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proportional to the magnitude of the risk reduction. Yet many studies find that WTP 

varies much less than in proportion to risk reduction; e.g., Hammitt and Graham 

(1999) report that WTP is statistically significantly related to risk reduction in 11 of 

14 studies, but never close to proportional; Lindhjem et al. (2011) report in their 

meta-analysis of approximately 850 VSL estimates that the estimated elasticity of 

VSL with respect to risk reduction is between -0.25 and -0.83, even in restricted 

subsamples, which implies the elasticity of WTP with respect to risk reduction is 

between 0.75 and 0.17. This is an example of the problem of insensitivity (or 

inadequate sensitivity) to scope often found with stated-preference surveys.  

One response to the problem of inadequate sensitivity is to use visual aids or 

other methods to help communicate the magnitude of risk changes to respondents; 

Corso et al. (2001) showed that respondents presented with either a field of dots 

(where the fraction corresponding to the probability was distinctively colored) or a 

risk ladder (displaying different causes of fatality with their actuarial frequency) 

exhibited appropriate sensitivity to scope while a control group that was not 

presented with any visual aid did not. Another approach is to investigate 

heterogeneity among respondents to identify those who apparently fail to 

understand the questions or who respond in a manner that does not reveal their 

WTP (e.g., individuals who respond that they would not be willing to pay any positive 

amount as a protest against some aspect of the scenario). For example, Krupnick et 

al. (2002) tested the effect of excluding respondents who failed tests of 

comprehension (such as identifying the larger of two probabilities) or of scenario 

acceptance (such as disbelieving the stated risk).  

In this paper, we identify subsamples of respondents whose answers exhibit 

consistency with theoretical conditions: WTP should be strictly positive and nearly 

proportional to the magnitude of the risk reduction. We find that responses from 

these subsamples are consistent with theoretical predictions and that estimated VSL 

is larger for these subsamples than for the full sample. Moreover, we find a dramatic 

increase in estimated VSL between the two surveys; VSL for the average respondent 

increased by a factor of roughly 25 between 2005 and 2016, much more than the 

roughly three-fold increase in median income. Attributing the entire increase in VSL 
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to the change in income (neglecting changes in other factors) implies an income 

elasticity of 2.5.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the 

theoretical model of WTP for a reduction in current mortality risk and derives the 

conditions we use to identify respondents whose answers can be interpreted as 

consistent with the economic model. Section 3 provides information about our 

survey site, Chengdu, and describes the survey and data-collection procedures. 

Section 4 provides results, including descriptive statistics and alternative statistical 

models to estimate VSL. Section 5 concludes. 

2. Consistency test 

Our consistency test incorporates two components: positivity (elicited WTP 

must be strictly positive) and proportionality (WTP for two risk reductions must be 

less than but close to proportional to the magnitudes of the risk reductions).2 We 

elicit WTP to reduce current-year mortality risk using binary-choice questions. 

Binary-choice questions are incentive-compatible (because truth telling is a 

dominant strategy) and are cognitively easier than open-ended questions that ask a 

respondent to state her maximum WTP. A disadvantage is that binary-choice 

questions provide only bounds on the respondent’s WTP. If a respondent indicates 

she would purchase the risk reduction at a stated price, the price is a lower bound on 

her WTP; if she indicates she would not purchase it, the price is an upper bound. 

In our 2016 survey, each respondent valued two risk reductions: in one, she 

was offered an intervention to reduce her risk of dying in the current year by 

3/10,000 at a price P; in the other, the risk reduction was 5/10,000 and the price was 

(5/3) P. The order of questions was randomized; approximately half the respondents 

valued the smaller risk reduction first and half valued the larger risk reduction first. 

The price P was randomly varied among respondents. In our 2005 survey, each 

respondent valued only one of these risk reductions. 

 

2 This two-part test was first applied by Alolayan et al. (2017) in a stated-preference 
study to estimate VSL in Kuwait. 
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The proportionality component of our test is based on the result that, under 

conventional economic theory, WTP for a risk reduction of 5/10,000 should be 

slightly smaller than 5/3 as large as WTP for a risk reduction of 3/10,000. (The 

acceptable deviation from proportionality is quantified below.) Let WTP3 and WTP5 

denote an individual’s WTP for the 3/10,000 and 5/10,000 risk reductions, 

respectively. Response-pattern labels YY, NN, YN, and NY denote responses yes 

(would purchase the intervention) or no (would not purchase it) for the smaller and 

larger risk reductions, respectively, regardless of the order in which the questions 

were asked.  

Two patterns of responses are clearly consistent with theory: YY (WTP3 > P 

and WTP5 > (5/3) P) and NN (WTP3 < P and WTP5 < (5/3) P). The pattern NY (WTP3 < P 

and WTP5 > (5/3) P) implies that WTP is more than proportional to risk reduction, 

which violates conventional theory. The remaining pattern YN (WTP3 > P and WTP5 < 

(5/3) P) is consistent with theory if WTP3 and WTP5 are sufficiently close to P and 

(5/3) P, respectively, and inconsistent otherwise. We classify individuals whose 

responses fit this pattern as failing to satisfy our test. Hence, only respondents 

whose answers exhibit the YY or NN pattern satisfy the proportionality component 

of our consistency test.3  

An individual whose WTP is zero for both risk reductions will respond NN. 

Under conventional theory, WTP is strictly positive and hence a respondent who 

reports zero WTP reveals either preferences that are inconsistent with theory or 

rejection of the scenario provided in the survey. To identify these respondents, we 

ask respondents who report they would not accept the risk reduction at either of the 

positive prices offered to them whether they would accept it if it were free; 

individuals who reject a free risk reduction fail the positivity component of the 

consistency test.4 

 

3 Note that consistency with theory is a sufficient but not necessary condition for 
responses YY or NN. For example, a respondent who values the two risk reductions 
equally (violating proportionality) would respond YY if the common value is greater 
than the prices offered for both risk reductions. 
4 In the 2016 survey, rejecting either risk reduction when it is free violates the 
criterion. 
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The logic of our consistency test is illustrated by Figure 1. The figure shows an 

indifference curve between current-year income y and current-year survival 

probability s. VSL is defined as the marginal rate of substitution of y for s, i.e., (minus 

one times) the slope of the indifference curve. Beginning at the initial point (s0, y0), 

v1 is the WTP to reduce risk by the amount r1 (= s1 – s0). It satisfies 

 v1 = r1 VSLa       (1) 

where VSLa is minus the slope of the indifference curve somewhere between the 

initial point (s0, y0) and the terminal point (s1, y1). Similarly, v2, the WTP for an 

additional risk reduction r2, satisfies 

v2 = r2 VSLb       (2) 

where VSLb is minus the slope of the indifference curve somewhere between (s1, y1) 

and (s2, y2).  

The proportionality component of our test compares the ratio between WTP 

amounts for different risk reductions beginning at the same point with the ratio of 

risk reductions. Specifically, we compare the WTP ratio V = (v1 + v2)/v1 = 1 + v2/v1 

with the risk-reduction ratio R = (r1 + r2)/r1 = 1 + r2/r1.  

Substitution from equations (1) and (2) yields 

22

1 1

1 1 b

a

r VSLv
V

v rVSL
= + = + .     (3) 

Under standard assumptions described below, the indifference curve in Figure 1 is 

downward sloping and convex, and hence 

  2

0

1b

a

VSLVSL

VSL VSL
  ,       (4) 

which implies 

2 2 2

1 0 1

1 1
r VSL r

V R
r VSL r

+   + =      (5) 

where VSL0 is VSL at the point (s0, y0) and VSL2 is VSL at the point (s2, y2). The extent 

to which the WTP ratio V can differ from the risk-reduction ratio R depends on the 

ratio VSL2/VSL0. 

The standard model for VSL assumes the individual seeks to maximize his 

expected indirect utility of income, where utility depends on whether he survives the 

current period or not. Specifically, 
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( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )1

a d

a d

u y u y
VSL

su y s u y

−
=

 + −
     (6) 

where ua(y) and ud(y) are the utility of income conditional on surviving and not 

surviving the current period, respectively, and primes denote derivatives. The 

standard assumptions are  

  ua(y) > ud(y)       (7a) 

  ua'(y) > ud'(y) ≥ 0      (7b) 

  ua"(y) ≤ 0, ud"(y) ≤ 0,      (7c) 

i.e., survival is preferred to death, marginal utility of income is non-negative and 

strictly greater conditional on survival than on death (leaving income as a bequest), 

and weak risk aversion with respect to financial gambles conditional on survival and 

on death (Drèze 1962, Jones-Lee 1974, Weinstein et al. 1980). These assumptions 

imply that VSL decreases with survival probability and increases with income, and 

hence indifference curves are convex (as illustrated in Figure 1). 

To determine how much VSL2 can differ from VSL0, note that 

( ) ( )2 0 1 2 1 2

VSL VSL
VSL VSL r r v v

ds dy

 
= + + − +    (8) 

where the two partial derivatives are evaluated at points (not necessarily the same) 

somewhere between (s0, y0) and (s2, y2). Hence VSL2 is equal to VSL0 plus an effect 

due to the increase in survival probability and an effect due to the reduction in 

disposable income. 

From equation (6) and assumption (7b), the effect of the difference in risk is 

largest when ud'(y) = 0. In this case, the increase in survival probability from s0 to s2 

decreases VSL (at any income y) by the factor  

 0 0

2 0 1 2

s s

s s r r
=

+ +
.      (9) 

In our survey, respondents are told their baseline mortality risk (1 – s0) is 15/10,000, 

60/10,000, or 500/10,000 (for respondents aged 40 or younger, 41 to 65, and more 

than 65 years, respectively) and r1 + r2 = 5/10,000. These imply s0/s2 is between 

9985/9990 and 9500/9505, and hence the effect of risk on VSL is negligible. 

Theory provides less guidance about the effect of income on VSL. As 

described in Section 1, empirical estimates of the income elasticity of VSL range from 
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less than 1 to 2 or slightly larger (Hammitt and Robinson 2011), with recent meta-

analyses suggesting values from about 0.5 for the US to 1 or 1.1 for lower-income 

countries (Viscusi and Masterman 2017, Masterman and Viscusi 2018). 

The proportional effect of the difference in income on VSL can be estimated 

as  

0 1 22

0 0

y v vy
Y

y y

 

   − −
= =   

   
     (10) 

where  is the average income elasticity over the range (y0, y2) and Y is the net-

income ratio y2/y0. In our sample, the median value of v1 + v2 is ~60 RMB (2005 

sample) and ~1600 RMB (2016 sample) and the median annual incomes are ~10,000 

RMB (2005 sample) and ~36,000 RMB (2016 sample).5 Using these values, Y ≈ 0.99 

(2005) and 0.96 (2016) and so the effect of income is to reduce VSL by a factor no 

smaller than 0.92 for an income elasticity no greater than 2. 

Combining the estimated effects of survival probability and income suggests 

that if WTP for a 3/10,000 risk reduction is exactly P, then WTP for a 5/10,000 risk 

reduction must be between 1.67 P and 1.53 P. While some of the respondents 

whose responses fit the pattern YN might have WTP values that fit this narrow 

window, it seems unlikely that many do. These bounds imply the ratio of estimates 

of VSL obtained by dividing estimated WTP by the corresponding risk reduction 

should differ by a factor between about 1 and 1.09 (= 1/0.92).  

3. Survey instrument & administration 

Our sample site, Chengdu, is the capital of Sichuan Province and one of the 

largest and most rapidly developing cities in western China. It is located on a plain 

about 500 m above sea level with mountains to the west and north; the climate is 

humid sub-tropical. Chengdu is an administrative region extending beyond the urban 

center itself, with a total resident population officially reported by statistical 

authorities as 16 million in 2016, including as many as 6.3 million migrants lacking 

local residence permits (hukou) described as the “floating population” (Chengdu 

Bureau of Statistics 2017); the total resident population of the nine primary urban 

 

5 The exchange rate we use for both years is 7 RMB to 1 USD.  
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districts is reported as 8.7 million in 2016 (Statistical Bureau of Sichuan and National 

Bureau of Statistics 2017).6 Chengdu is a commercial, cultural, and communication 

center and the site of a giant-panda preservation institute. Between 1949 and 2011, 

the built-up area of the central city expanded from 18 to 354 km2. Since 2003, 

Chengdu has been a pioneer in coordinated urban-rural development. It ranks high 

on livability among Chinese cities. Urban redevelopment has transformed the 

historical urban center from low-density, low-rise to high-density, high-rise 

construction in the last decade (Guan et al. 2019). 

Data were collected by in-person interview of randomly selected residents in 

2005 and 2016. The two samples were drawn independently, hence we cannot 

identify any individuals who may have been sampled in both periods. Any overlap is 

likely to be negligible.  

The target population includes adults of Chinese nationality between the 

ages of 18 and 70 who had resided in Chengdu municipal districts (Jinjiang, 

Qingyang, Jinniu, Chenghua and Wuhou) for more than one year, without regard to 

official residency status. Sampling was conducted using a GPS/GIS assisted area 

sampling method (Landry and Shen 2005) by the Research Center for Contemporary 

China (RCCC) at Peking University. Unlike traditional survey methods based on 

registration lists, this method allows for inclusion of residents who are not registered 

urban residents. 

Primary sampling units (one half degree square) were selected with 

probabilities proportional to population, from which secondary sampling units (90 m 

square) were randomly selected. Fieldworkers enumerated all the dwelling units in 

each secondary sampling unit, after which 30-60 dwelling units were selected from 

 

6 Official population statistics for Chinese cities are notoriously difficult to cite and 
often conflicting in the literature because of: 1) varying use of terms, including the 
names of cities themselves, which can refer to the central urban jurisdiction or 
administrative regions that also include satellite cities, towns, and large rural areas; 
2) conflicting categorizations, including two different terms generally translated into 
English as “urban”; and 3) focus of the census authorities on total residents and 
those with local residence permits (even if they live elsewhere), while non-registered 
migrant residents (who are generally poorer) are estimated separately by the Public 
Security Bureau using different methods.  
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each unit (with equal probabilities across dwelling units in the secondary sampling 

units). Interviewers randomly selected one among all eligible residents of each 

selected dwelling unit. If the selected respondent was unavailable, the interviewer 

attempted to schedule a follow-up visit; five callbacks by multiple interviewers were 

required before classifying a selected respondent as a refusal. At least 20 percent of 

completed interviews by each interviewer were verified by supervisors who revisited 

the dwelling unit or confirmed responses by telephone. Completed interviews were 

obtained from 997 of about 1400 eligible respondents (71 percent) in 2005 and 1051 

of 1602 eligible respondents (66 percent) in 2016. 

The survey instrument was similar in both periods. It began with questions 

about standard demographics (birth year, duration of residence in Chengdu, urban 

or rural resident registration, and highest completed level of education). These were 

followed by questions about current health status and health behaviors including 

smoking, regular exercise, and health-insurance coverage. The following section 

contained questions about asthma in 2016, and about asthma and chronic bronchitis 

in 2005. Respondents who had not been diagnosed with these conditions were 

asked about their WTP to reduce the chance of developing it; respondents who had 

been diagnosed were asked about their WTP to reduce the severity of their 

condition. The next section included questions about WTP to reduce mortality risk 

(described below). It was followed by questions about employment status and 

history (type of work and employer), and personal and household income. 

In the mortality-valuation section, the respondent was told the chance of 

dying in the current year for someone of her age (15, 60, and 500 per 10,000 for ages 

40 and younger, 41 to 60, and older than 60 years, respectively). In the 2016 survey, 

WTP was elicited for two risk reductions, of 3/10,000 and 5/10,000 (in random 

order). In the 2005 survey, WTP was elicited for only one of the two risk reductions 
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(randomly selected).7 The risk reductions are small compared with baseline mortality 

(especially for older individuals) so it is plausible to believe they might be achievable. 

To help respondents evaluate the magnitude of the risk reduction, they were told 

the initial and final risk, the risk reduction, and the expected decrease in the number 

of deaths if all adults in urban Chengdu benefited from the risk reduction. 

The risk reduction was described as produced by “a preventive and painless 

treatment that would reduce the risk that one would die during the next year” that 

could be obtained from a reputable hospital near the respondent’s home. The 

treatment would have no side effects, would be effective for one year, and the 

respondent would have to pay the cost directly (it would not be covered by health 

insurance or other sources). 

The elicitation questions follow the standard double-bounded dichotomous-

choice format (Hanemann et al. 1991): the respondent was first asked if she would 

accept the treatment if the cost were X. If the response was yes, she was then asked 

if she would accept the treatment if the cost were Y (Y > X); if the response was no, 

she was asked if she would accept the treatment if the cost were Z (Z < Y). If that 

response was no, the respondent was asked if she would accept the treatment if it 

were free. 

Assuming accurate answers, these questions provide bounds on the 

individual’s WTP, of 0 and Z for an individual who responds no to both binary-choice 

questions (and yes to the free treatment), Z and X for an individual who responds no 

to the first and yes to the second question, X and Y for an individual who responds 

yes to the first and no to the second question, and only a lower bound (Y) for an 

individual who responds yes to both the first and second questions. Respondents 

who report they would not accept the treatment if it were free have WTP less than 

 

7 The 2005 survey also elicited WTP for a risk reduction of 10/10,000 from one third 
of the respondents. These respondents are excluded from our analysis because if 
elicited WTP is less than proportional to risk reduction, including them could lead to 
lower estimates of VSL, biasing upward the observed change in VSL between the two 
periods. We report below the effect on estimated VSL if these respondents are 
included. 
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or equal to zero, perhaps because they believe the treatment would not work, would 

have other drawbacks, or reject the scenario for other reasons. 

In the 2016 survey, the initial bid (X) for the question about the larger risk 

reduction (5/10,000) was 5/3 as large as the initial bid for the question about the 

smaller risk reduction (3/10,000). In the 2005 survey, a common set of bids was used 

for both risk reductions. 

For both the 2005 and 2016 surveys, we identify a restricted subsample 

consisting of respondents who satisfy the positivity component of our validity test 

(i.e., excluding respondents who answered no to the questions about accepting the 

treatment at prices X, Y, and zero).8 For the 2016 survey, we identify a second 

restricted sample consisting of respondents who satisfy both the positivity and 

proportionality components (i.e., those who respond yes to the initial bid X in both 

valuation questions, or who respond no to both initial bids). 

4. Results 

Descriptive statistics for the full samples and the restricted subsamples are 

presented in Table 1. A total of 6719 respondents completed interviews in 2005 and 

1051 in 2016. In the earlier sample, 72 percent of respondents (480/671) reported a 

positive WTP for the mortality risk reduction; in the later sample, only 52 percent 

reported positive WTP (551/1051). The fraction of 2016 respondents whose answers 

to the two mortality-valuation questions also satisfy the proportionality criterion is 

42 percent (440/1051).10 Although large fractions of respondents are excluded from 

the restricted subsamples, the distributions of individual characteristics are not very 

different from the full samples (as shown in Table 1). In both periods, the 

subsamples have somewhat more education than the full sample. In 2016, the 

subsamples have higher income and a larger fraction who exercise more than seven 

 

8 For the 2016 survey, a respondent who rejects at least one of the treatments when 
it is free is classified as failing the positivity criterion. 
9 An additional 322 respondents valued a larger risk reduction (10/10,000) and are 
excluded from the analysis.  
10 Of the 111 respondents with WTP > 0 excluded by the proportionality test, 71 (64 
percent) responded YN and 40 (36 percent) responded NY to the smaller and larger 
risk reductions, respectively.  
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hours a week than the full sample. Mean household size is similar in the 2016 full 

sample and the subsample that satisfies the positivity and proportionality 

components (3.1 to 3.2), but it is much smaller in the subsample that satisfies only 

positivity (2.1). Regression models estimated to identify individual characteristics 

that predict whether an individual satisfies the validity criteria reveal no strong and 

statistically significant predictors. 

Some characteristics of the 2005 and 2016 samples differ substantially, 

reflecting rapid change over that period. Mean age increased from about 39 to 43 

years and the fraction currently married increased from 66 to 73 percent. The 

fraction of respondents having health insurance increased from 62 to 80 percent. 

Surprisingly, the gender composition of the sample shifted dramatically, from 39 to 

50 percent female. 

Personal income increased greatly. Among respondents who answered the 

income question, the fraction who reported income of less than 1,000 RMB per 

month decreased from 54 to 28 percent and the fraction reporting 3,000 RMB per 

month or more increased from 7 to 44 percent. Median annual income, estimated by 

linear interpolation within bins and multiplying monthly income by 12, increased 

from about 10,420 RMB to 30,650 RMB.11  

Education decreased, e.g., the fraction having only primary education or less 

increased from 16 to 25 percent and the fraction having graduated college 

decreased from 23 to 12 percent. This may be explained by an influx of rural 

immigrants, as the fraction of respondents whose residential registration is urban 

decreased from 73 to 58 percent. Self-reported health was little changed although 

the fraction who reported exercising seven hours per week or more increased from 

24 to 39 percent and the fraction of respondents who were smokers decreased 

slightly (from 38 to 36 percent). 

Table 2 reports the fraction of respondents who reported they would 

purchase the risk reduction at the initial bid (stated price) as a function of the bid 

 

11 Income statistics are calculated excluding individuals who declined to answer. For 
comparison, GNI per capita in China was 14,300 RMB in 2005 and 53,800 RMB in 
2016 (https://data.worldbank.org/); the estimated median incomes are 73 percent 
and 57 percent of these values, respectively. 
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and risk reduction. These results satisfy basic validity criteria. For both years and 

both risk reductions, the fraction accepting the bid is a decreasing function of the 

bid. For the 2005 survey the fraction accepting each bid is (weakly) larger for the 

larger than the smaller risk reduction.12 For the 2016 survey the fraction accepting a 

bid of (5/3) P for the larger risk reduction is close to but generally smaller than the 

fraction accepting a bid of P for the smaller risk reduction, consistent with near 

proportionality of WTP to risk reduction.  

Turnbull lower-bound-mean estimates of VSL are also reported in Table 2. For 

the 2005 sample, the lower-bound estimates are about 11,000 and 13,000 USD for 

the smaller and larger risk reductions; for the 2016 sample, they are about 360,000 

and 330,000, respectively. Within each year, the estimates of VSL from the two risk 

reductions are reasonably similar; between years, there is a large increase. 

Table 3 reports estimates of our simple regression model. We estimate 

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑊𝑇𝑃𝑖) = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑟𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖,    (11) 

where WTPi is individual i’s WTP, ri is the risk reduction and i is a residual, assumed 

to be normally distributed with mean zero. The dependent variable is interval-

censored with lower bound equal to the largest bid at which the individual reported 

she would choose the risk reduction (zero if she rejected the risk reduction at each 

positive bid) and upper bound equal to the smallest bid at which she reported she 

would reject the risk reduction (or unbounded if she accepted the risk reduction at 

both bids). Equation (11) is estimated by maximum-likelihood methods (Alberini 

1995). 

 Recall from Section 2 that the ratio of WTP for the large risk reduction to 

WTP for the small risk reduction should be close to the ratio of risk reductions (5/3) 

and should be no smaller than 0.92 times this ratio (if the income elasticity is no 

larger than 2). These bounds imply the coefficient on the log of the risk reduction () 

should be less than one and no smaller than log(0.92 • 5/3) / log(5/3) ≈ 0.83. 

 Respondents in the 2005 sample were asked about only one mortality-risk 

reduction. The estimated value of  is about 0.51 in the full sample and 0.84 in the 

 

12 For the 2016 survey, only one bid (1500 RMB) is used for both risk reductions; the 
fraction accepting that bid is larger for the larger than the smaller risk reduction. 
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subsample restricted to respondents who satisfy the positivity component. The 

estimate for the restricted subsample is significantly greater than zero and is 

between the theoretical bounds (0.83 and 1), satisfying the proportionality 

component of our validity test. In contrast, the estimate for the full sample is 

somewhat smaller and is not significantly different from zero, 0.83, or one. For the 

full sample, we cannot reject the hypothesis that WTP is insensitive to risk reduction 

( = 0) nor that WTP satisfies the proportionality criterion (0.83 <  < 1); but with an 

estimated standard error of 0.43, we have little power to discriminate between 

these hypotheses. 

For the 2016 survey, we estimate the simple regression model for the full 

sample, the subsample that satisfies the positivity criterion, and the “consistent” 

subsample that satisfies both the positivity and proportionality criteria. Although 

each respondent valued two risk reductions, the regression estimates use answers 

only to the question valuing the first risk reduction for each respondent; hence the 

estimates of  are identified by differences in WTP between respondents and 

correspond to an “external” (between-respondent) rather than an “internal” (within-

respondent) test of scope sensitivity. 

Estimates of  for the 2016 full sample, the subsample who report positive 

WTP, and the consistent subsample are 0.44, 0.59, and 0.75, respectively. All three 

are significantly different from zero. Although all three estimates are smaller than 

the theoretical lower bound (0.83), the hypothesis that  ≥ 0.83 can be rejected for 

the full sample (p = 0.06) but not for the two restricted subsamples (the p-values are 

0.14 and 0.39 for the WTP > 0 and consistent subsamples, respectively).  

For both surveys, we find that the point estimate of sensitivity of WTP to risk 

reduction is larger in the restricted subsamples than in the full sample. The 

hypothesis that WTP increases nearly in proportion to risk reduction can be rejected 

for the 2016 full sample but not the 2005 full sample; it cannot be rejected for any of 

the restricted subsamples. Hence estimates from the subsamples do not violate 

implications of standard economic theory.  

 Estimates of WTP and VSL from the simple regression model are reported at 

the bottom of Table 3. WTP is calculated as the median value (over the error term) 
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at the mean risk reduction; i.e., 𝑊𝑇�̂� = 𝑒𝑥𝑝[�̂� + �̂�𝑙𝑜𝑔(4/10,000)]. VSL is estimated 

as 𝑊𝑇�̂� divided by the risk reduction (4/10,000) and converted to US dollars using 

an exchange rate of 7 RMB to 1 USD. In both periods, estimated WTP and VSL are 

larger for the restricted subsamples than for the corresponding full sample, 

reflecting the larger estimated coefficient on risk reduction (and also the larger 

intercept) in the subsamples. For 2005, estimates from the restricted subsample are 

more than twice those from the full sample; for 2016 the difference is more than 

three-fold. In contrast, the 2016 estimates for the subsamples based on positivity 

and on both positivity and proportionality are similar, differing by less than 6 

percent. The Turnbull lower-bound-mean estimates of VSL for the full samples (Table 

2) are larger than the full-sample regression estimates but smaller than the 

regression estimates for the restricted subsamples for both years.13 

Estimated WTP and VSL increased sharply between the two periods. Using 

the comparable subsamples (restricted to individuals with positive WTP), VSL is 

estimated as 21,500 USD in 2005 and 550,000 USD in 2016, a 25-fold increase. This 

change greatly exceeds the increase in median annual income, from 10,100 to 

36,500 RMB for the corresponding subsamples, a factor smaller than four. As a 

result, the ratio of VSL to median annual income increased from about 15 to 110 

between the two periods. If the increase in VSL is attributed solely to the change in 

income, the implied elasticity is 2.5.14,15 

 

13 The Turnbull lower-bound means are non-parametric estimates of mean WTP; the 
estimates from the simple regression models are parametric estimates of the 
median WTP over the error term. Hence the parametric estimates can be smaller 
than the non-parametric lower bounds.  
14 This elasticity is calculated comparing estimates from the subsamples that satisfy 
the positivity criterion; using estimates from the full samples, the elasticity is 2.8. 
15 Including respondents to the 2005 survey who valued a larger risk reduction 
(10/10,000) has a modest downward effect on the estimated VSL. The estimated 
coefficients (standard errors) on log(risk reduction) are 0.633 (0.160) and 0.744 
(0.120) for the full sample (N = 993) and the subsample with WTP > 0 (N = 694). The 
estimated intercepts (standard errors) are 8.147 (1.202) and 9.829 (0.897), 
respectively. VSLs calculated for a risk reduction of 4/10,000 are 8,710 and 19,700 
USD, respectively, about 4 and 9 percent smaller than the values in Table 3. 
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Table 4 reports estimates of regression models for the full samples and 

subsamples including additional covariates. Adding the covariates decreases the 

estimated sensitivity of WTP to risk reduction compared with the models in Table 3, 

though the effect is small (less than one-half standard error) in all cases except the 

2005 full sample. The comprehensive models reveal only a modest number of 

statistically significant relationships. There is evidence that respondents with more 

education have larger WTP; this effect is larger in 2005 than in 2016 and is smaller in 

the subsamples than in the corresponding full samples. WTP is decreasing with age 

in the full samples but not in the restricted samples; the coefficient on age squared is 

never close to statistically significant. Respondents lacking health insurance have 

smaller WTP. Women have significantly smaller WTP than men in the 2016 

subsamples, but not in 2005. The estimated coefficient on log income is small and 

never close to statistically significant. 

Our estimates of VSL are broadly consistent with other estimates for low- and 

middle-income populations. Robinson et al. (2019) compared estimates of VSL in 

low- and middle-income countries with a proxy for income (GNI per capita in that 

country). They identified 27 estimates, of which 12 yield VSL/income ratios of less 

than 20 or more than 300; they judged these estimates as implausible on the 

grounds that VSL should exceed the expected present value of lifetime consumption 

(assumed to be 20 times annual income) and that the ratio should not greatly exceed 

that for the United States, a high-income country with a large estimated ratio of VSL 

to income (160). The remaining 15 estimates yield ratios between about 25 and 160. 

Our estimate for 2005 (a ratio of 15 for the subsample that satisfies the positivity 

criterion) is toward the low end of the Robinson et al. sample (and less than their 

assumed lower bound of 20) and our estimate for 2016 (a ratio of about 110 for both 

restricted subsamples) is toward the higher end of the estimates they judge to be 

plausible. 

5. Conclusions  

This work has two objectives, methodological and substantive. The 

methodological objective is to evaluate whether stated-preference estimates of WTP 

to reduce current mortality risk that can be interpreted through the conventional 
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economic model can be obtained by identifying respondents whose answers to 

valuation questions satisfy basic consistency criteria, specifically that WTP is strictly 

positive and close to proportionate to risk reduction. The substantive objective is to 

estimate VSL in a large city in China and to evaluate how it changed over a period of 

rapid economic growth. 

On the methodological objective, we find that estimates of the elasticity of 

WTP with respect to the stated risk reduction are consistent with theoretical criteria 

for subsamples of respondents who satisfy the validity tests. In contrast, the point 

estimates for the full sample are smaller than is consistent with theory; for the 2016 

sample we can reject the hypothesis that the elasticity is as large as implied by 

theory but for the 2005 sample we cannot, possibly due to limited power. The 

estimated elasticity of WTP with respect to risk reduction is larger for the 

subsamples that satisfy the positivity criterion than for the full samples, and larger 

still for the subsample that satisfies both positivity and proportionality criteria. This 

suggests that estimates of WTP and VSL from the restricted subsamples are more 

plausible than those from the full samples. 

Recall that the estimates of the elasticity of WTP with respect to risk 

reduction in the regression models are identified using between-respondent 

comparisons (they are “external” scope tests); within-respondent comparisons 

(“internal” scope tests) are used only to determine which respondents satisfy the 

proportionality criterion used to define the most restrictive subsample.  

Our results suggest: that the presence of respondents whose answers are 

inconsistent with standard theory is a contributor to findings of inadequate 

sensitivity to scope; that tests of consistency between responses and standard 

theory can be used to identify and exclude such respondents; and that estimates of 

VSL from the restricted subsamples are more credible than those from the full 

samples. The distributions of personal characteristics of respondents included in the 

restricted subsamples are not greatly different those of the full samples, suggesting 

that the subsamples are broadly representative of the general population, and hence 

their WTP may provide a legitimate estimate of population WTP.  

More broadly, these results suggest that estimates of VSL obtained from the 

many stated-preference studies in which WTP is substantially less than proportional 
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to the stated risk reduction are biased downward (in our case, by factors of two to 

three). This might help explain why many stated-preference estimates of VSL are 

smaller than compensating-wage-differential estimates (Kochi et al. 2006), while 

stated-preference estimates that satisfy theoretical validity criteria are consistent 

with wage-differential estimates (Robinson and Hammitt 2016).  

On the substantive objective, we find a large increase in VSL over the 11 

years between surveys. Income grew rapidly, by a factor of three over the period, 

but VSL increased much more, growing by a factor of 25. If the change in income is 

the only factor contributing to the change in VSL, the implied income elasticity is 

about 2.5, which is larger than many estimates but not unprecedented. Indeed, 

estimates obtained by the two previous studies that have investigated changes in 

VSL over time within national populations are also relatively large, approximately 2.0 

to 3.0 (Hammitt et al. 2000) and 1.5 to 2.0 (Costa and Kahn 2004). The 2005 estimate 

(from the subsample that satisfies positivity) is about 15 times median income, 

which is small compared with estimates of VSL in other low- and middle-income 

populations. The 2016 estimates (from the subsamples) are about 110 times income, 

which is comparable to estimates obtained in some low- and middle-income 

populations and in the OECD (Robinson et al. 2019). 

If the elasticity of VSL with respect to income is larger intertemporally than 

cross-sectionally, it may be that preferences for health and safety are socially 

influenced, and hence vary with population as well as individual characteristics. 

Alternatively, cross-sectional estimates of income elasticity may be biased 

downward if individual income is poorly measured, in part because respondents do 

not wish to reveal it (the fractions declining to report income in 2005 and 2016 were 

10 and 30 percent, respectively).  

Whatever its magnitude, a positive income elasticity of VSL implies that 

safety and environmental-health standards should become increasingly stringent 

when incomes are growing.16 In China’s occupational-health and safety realm, 

 

16 The rapid income growth in Chengdu is characteristic of China overall; indeed GNI 
per capita has grown even more rapidly than personal income as measured in our 
survey. 
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evidence of such increasing stringency is mixed. The two primary laws on workplace 

safety and prevention of occupational diseases have each been strengthened twice 

in the last decade, but enforcement is still believed to lag (Zhou 2018), with possible 

exceptions such as in the coal mining industry (Zhang et al. 2016). On environment, 

laws, regulations, and enforcement have developed considerably in recent years. 

The 2015 amendments to the bedrock Environmental Protection Law, for example, 

are seen as a legal breakthrough. They include a number of changes that strengthen 

standards and enforcement, such as greater public input (including public-interest 

lawsuits), centralizing monitoring and collection of discharge fees, charging 

violations per day rather than per incident (increasing their magnitude), and 

incorporating the principle that economic development should coordinate with 

environmental protection (Mu et al. 2014, Corne and Browaeys 2017). Strengthened 

enforcement of laws and standards affecting environmental health is evident in at 

least some high-profile areas, notably including control of industrial- and mobile-

source air pollution emissions over the last decade resulting in reduced haze (Nielsen 

and Ho 2013; Silver et al. 2018). Exploding popular awareness of and concern about 

the health risks of air pollution after severe haze episodes in 2013, bolstered by 

newly public official monitoring data, are widely credited with driving particularly 

swift advances in both policy and enforcement over the last five years (Finamore 

2018). Growing public interest and concern about environmental-health risks is 

consistent with the rapid increase in VSL we estimate. 
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